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Abstract
With the advancement in forensic science, the criminal felons also have adopted the new methods to commit the crime with a fundamental
intention not to leave any traces at the scene of occurrence. Hence, it has been the concern of forensic jurisdiction to analyze the evidences
recouped from the different aquatic environment. Evidences might be encountered in distinct form i.e. latent prints, blood stain, sweat, semen,
etc. and the authorities must recognize them for further custodial procedure. These evidences inherently implement many of the individual
characteristics to identify an individual after a treatment (Intensification of Palm prints/ Fingerprints). Both the, intensified palm prints and
fingerprints provides the friction ridge information in form of a hidden impression over any surface. This study was carried out to get the
information about the individuality from the intensified palm prints present on documents. As a study, it was observed that each intensified
palm print carried the sufficient information about an individual up-to a definite level of detail. This implementation of intensified palm prints
along with the examination of questioned documents could increase the potential value of evidences in court of law and put on the par above of
all other evidences.
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Introduction
In this revolutionary phase of investigation, new techniques
have overcome to the traditional techniques to provide the
link between the crime and suspect to establish the conclusive
identification of actual culprit of the omission. Criminal felons
have an indispensable intention not to leave any traces at the
scene of occurrence but are left unknowingly in form of traces,
biological evidences, veiled prints etc [1]. Some of felons believe
consider that evidences can be eliminate and left with no value.
The felons and investigating agencies have been amazed by the
numerous forms of evidences that endures perpetuated despite
the duration of submersion [2,3]. The felons follow diverse types
of cautions to avoid any contact with any object/surface not
to leave any traces (Fingerprints, Palm prints & Sole) by using
gloves, head cap, specific dressings etc. but even after, clues are
left behind unknowingly to provide their link with omission.
These evidences are needed to be careful prescription and
analysis to prove the identity of culprit [4].
Numerous studies i.e. identification, gender discrimination,
aging etc. are carried out by the fingerprints intensification
and using the information presented in form of a friction ridge
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impression which depends upon their qualities, nature, time
and several factors [5]. The dossier represented by the friction
ridge impression allows the determination that corresponding
area of ridge impression either originated from the finger,
palm, sole of suspect or it could have been made by someone
else. Being perpetual, unique and ubiquitous by nature, these
impressions have been used for over a century for identification
[6]. A lot of advancement has been made in fingerprinting field
i.e. biometrics, software, etc. which are helpful to identify the
suspects from the ridge details among the dossier of millions of
people within a few of seconds, but the palm prints are left as
unidentifiable and hardly a few works exists over it. Fingerprints
are encountered in partial form as if it is divided in quadrant
form the core of prints/center, then the I & III quadrant of
thumb, II & IV quadrant of index finger while in case of middle
finger and ring finger the area of center in partial form and the II
and IV quadrant of ring finger are encountered [7].
Palm prints are very crucial evidences which can play a vital
role to identify an individual and establish a relation between
the suspect and scene of occurrence/victim. Palm prints are
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encountered almost every surface e.g. documents, wall, dead
body, eatable items, bottle of beverages etc. in latent form. As
fingerprints are utilized for the identification of suspect similar
like that Palm prints can also be. Palm prints specially the
lower part (Hypothenar area) has a large area in comparison of
fingerprints which are left over the object/surface, therefore, the
probability of identification becomes higher from such prints
[8]. In case of a sexual assault, palm prints can be recovered
from the various parts of the body including the biological
fluids. Sometime the biological fluids can be smudged with the
secretion of victim body and identification of suspect could
be ambitious, but, the palm prints could be intensified from
any part of body or it could be recovered from the body of the
suspect which itself prove the linkage between the victim and
suspect [9]. In case of confidential documents leakage, palm
prints are capable to prove the information about author,
forger in form of latent palmprints which are found below the
signature or writing of the author because nobody can facilitate
or provide the support while writing or preparing work of art.
Even during the designing of UID (Aadhar card) software, retina
and fingerprints were recorded while palm prints were left unnotifiable, therefore, the utilization of this national identity of
an individual can’t be centralized for the aspect of investigation.
Infect if the retina could be replaced by the DNA information of
an individual [10].

Rendezvous of Palm Prints

Palm prints, being perpetual, unique and ubiquitous like
fingerprints are encountered at numerous types of surfaces/
objects. In 90% of cases, palm prints are encountered at such
surfaces which are either ignored or left in lack of investigation
[11]. These prints are encountered at beverage bottles, fruits
& vegetables, eggs, magazine of firearm, handle of knife etc. In
sexual assault cases, these prints are find at body parts including
hand, chest, neck and private body parts etc. while in murder
cases or attempt to murder or kidnapping; palm prints can
be recovered from the body of the victim. Palm prints cover a
large area of palmar surface and offer high probability of being
identification of an individual. Since, palm prints have ridges and
furrows which keeps ridge moist the sweat and left over at any
surface in latent form [12]. While we are preparing or writing
at any document, nobody can help to support or facilitate the
movement of hand, so the latent palm prints may be encounter
below the handwriting or in line (depends upon the writing habit
of author). In such cases, the lower part of the hand (Hypothenar
area) or thenar area and interdigital phalanges are encountered.
The major creases restrict the area of palm and help to determine
the individuality of suspect. The thenar area of palm have folds of
skin and wrinkles which are also individualize the suspect [13].

Emphasis of Palm Prints over Fingerprints

Palm prints remains over a large area of palmar surface
while fingerprints are recovered from a small part (quadrant of
finger from the center of pattern) of it. Fingerprints are observed
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often in smudged form, overlapped conditions and provide less
chances to identify the suspect. The major creases of palm prints
give clue about the area of impressions. The intensity of palm
prints pattern states about its ridge configuration. The ridge
counting is prompted between the number present of tri-radius
of palm print. The ridge count is carried out along a straight line
which connects the both tri-radial points [14]. The ridge counts
exclude the formation of tri-radius and follow the same principle
as applied in the counting of fingerprints.

Now a day, atd angle measurement is the most widely used
method that is based on the angle which is formed by lines
drawn from the digital tri-radius to the axial tri-radius and from
tri-radius to digital tri-radius. It is observed that the more distal
position of tri-radius, the larger the atd. angle. Another proposed
method for determining the position of the axial tri-radius uses
the ratio between the palm length and the distance between
the axial tri-radius and wrist crease [15,16]. This distance is
measured between the most distal wrist crease and the most
proximal crease of third digit. Along with this measurement, the
distance between the axial tri-radius and the distal wrist crease
is also measured and often expressed in form of percentage of
the length of palm print.

Interest in Investigation

Palm print identification is ubiquitous and most extensively
used technique in automatic personal identification based on its
biostatistics. The utmost features of palm print and fingerprints
are similar. Hence, palm prints are ubiquitous, perpetual and
unique that don’t change throughout the life and impossible
to stimulate [17]. Since palm prints have larger area of palmar
surface, therefore, the minutiae details are easily obtained. The
palm prints comprise other identical features such as main
palmar flexion creases, tri-radius, phalanges area etc. not with
standing its uniqueness but also its stableness. Now day, palm
prints have become the interested research field for medical
practitioner. Recently, in last decade the researchers have found
more than 50 diseases by using the palmprint [18]. These
diseases include the gene genetic diseases, multi gene genetic
disease, chromosome disease etc. For instance, abundant
material has been accumulated in case-controlstudies on acyesis
and schizophrenia palm print characteristics. Examination for
dermatoglyphic disorderhas become a routine in diagnosis of
abnormalities in chromosome number and structure.

Need of Amelioration in Digital Design

We are facilitated with advance technology in fingerprints
which helps in identifying the suspect from many dossiers such
as automated finger print identification system while in area of
palm prints, this facility is lacking. Now a day, biometric system
has replaced the traditional methods in which the information
of fingerprints is stored. We have not facilitated by any software
in the direction of identification from palm prints. Recently,
the recognition of disease from the palm prints attracted
the attention of researchers towards it. Since, no palmprints
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database was present, therefore, researchers are preparing
it for use as an index to describe medical disorder. As many of
research papers have shown that palm prints differ with different
geological position, gender, nationality and age etc. which can
be used for outstanding results in investigation to identify and
individual. With the development of biology techniques, pattern
recognition, neural networks and computer technique, we can
build a large palm print reference database and form expert
systems with study function. Much progress will be made in the
fields linking palm print and heredity, palm print and disease,
palm print and intelligence, palm print and growth and palm
print identification.

Conclusion

Certainly, the fingerprints techniques are more advanced
used for identification purpose. Yet with the rapid advancement
in technology of identification and biological research, the palm
prints have become an interested field among researchers. A
few of techniques with some modification can be used for palm
prints research/ investigation. At present, the automation is very
low in palm prints and most of the work is done manually that
makes computation complex, inaccurate and slow. Computation
of most statistics on palm prints still use ordinary methods such
as percentage, mean average, standard deviation, t distributed
test and X2test. Many up to date methods such as multi-variate
analysis, regression analysis, and cluster analysis have been
seldom used. Therefore, a broad dossier of palm print is required
for establishing analysis methods, determining disease, gender
discriminating, identification of races etc. that could be present
as a perfect expert system with study function. This system will
facilitate the investigators to minimize the number of suspects
within a few of seconds and nab them.
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